
INFO, 
& PRICES 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, BUT
EXCLUDE DELIVERY COSTS.

Unlike our other tipis, the Little Hat tipis are open-
sided. They are a superb addition to any outdoor
orientated event, and are both visually impressive
and provide a useful area to shelter from the heat

of the sun or a passing shower. They are
deceptively large and have a footprint that is bigger
than the Baby Tipi. They do not link to any other tipi,

but being open-sided, they are freely accessible
from all directions

LITTLE HAT TIPI

PRICE FROM £400

Little Hat (inclusive of 9 pole fairy lighting)

Dandy dura matting  From £50
Panoramic Panels  From £50

Side panels From £25 (8 available)

We offer a clear and transparent pricing structure. 

There’s no limits with giant tipi hire – our tents are
perfect for milestone birthdays, garden parties,

family gatherings, kids parties, proms. We promise
to pull out all the stops to make sure your special

occasion runs without a hitch. From day one we will
go the extra mile, work with you every step of the

way, and listen your dreams to make them a reality.
We welcome all tastes, themes and ideas – so think
outside the box! We love nothing more than bringing
your creativity to life, and providing your guests with

a tipi event they’ll never forget!

There are many different configurations possible
with the tipis and they can be joined together in
various ways to create a space which is right for

your wedding or event. 

Inside we can provide as much or as little as you
need. We have the lighting, the lovely matting and

rustic tables and chairs, large fire pit, dance floor etc.
We pride ourselves on being able to source anything

our customers might need or require whether it’s
toilets or strings of origami birds. We also know that

many people are very happy to sort lots of details
out themselves. Basically, we’ll be involved as much

or as little as you need us to be.

Prices include full set-up and take down of the tipis and
equipment, but do not include delivery charges. 

PRICES do not include delivery, and 5% damage
waiver will be added if inadequate event insurance

has not been taken out.

Prices are subject to change based on risen
costs/inflation (where necessary) 



CONFIGURATIONS AND PRICES 

GIANT HAT TIPI  FROM £1500 - INCLUSIVE OF DANDY
DURA MATTING & POLE FAIRY LIGHTING

TWO GIANT HAT TIPI S LINKED TO ONE MIDI TIPI FROM
£4400 - INCLUSIVE OF DANDY DURA MATTING & POLE
FAIRY LIGHTING

ONE GIANT HAT TIPI LINKED TO ONE MIDI  FROM
£2900 - INCLUSIVE OF DANDY DURA MATTING &
POLE FAIRY LIGHTING

TWO GIANT HAT TIPIS LINKED FROM £3300 -
INCLUSIVE OF DANDY DURA MATTING & POLE FAIRY
LIGHTING

THREE GIANT HAT TIPI S LINKED (ROW FORMATION)
FROM £5100 INCLUSIVE OF DANDY DURA MATTING &
POLE FAIRY LIGHTING

THREE GIANT HAT TIPI S LINKED (TRIANGLE
FORMATION) FROM £5400 INCLUSIVE OF DANDY
DURA MATTING & POLE FAIRY LIGHTING

FOUR GIANT HAT TIPI S LINKED (TRIANGLE FORMATION)
FROM £6000 INCLUSIVE OF DANDY DURA MATTING &
POLE FAIRY LIGHTING

FIVE GIANT HAT TIPI S LINKED (TRIANGLE FORMATION)
FROM POA INCLUSIVE OF DANDY DURA MATTING &
POLE FAIRY LIGHTING



SIZE & CAPACITY

Each Giant Hat has a 10.3 metre diameter and a
height of 7.4 metres, giving a spacious internal

volume. Individually, they can seat up to 60 guests,
depending on configuration, but when two Big Hat
tipis are linked together, their combined capacity

can seat up to 132 guests*

* It is important to note that guest capacity is
affected by certain options such as

weatherproofing kits, entrances, and layout
preferences.

The Giant Hat tipi is our largest and most popular
tipi due to its size and flexibility. If there was one
word to describe a tipi it would be versatile. It can
be joined to other tipis in a variety of ways. The

ability for it to be linked to MULTIPLE tipis means it
is usually the centrepiece of most events.

GIANT HAT TIPI

The sides can be lifted in sections to open up as
much or as little as desired, offering a wonderful

open aspect to the surroundings. Alternatively, the
sides can be closed down, enabling porches and

tunnels to be attached, forming impressive
entrances or leading to further tipis.

We have plenty of options including entrances
canopies, porches and clear panel weathering kits to
enhance and protect your event from the vagaries of

the British climate.
In addition, internally, with the impressive crown

height of the Big Hat tipis, we are able to suspend a
number of lighting options. It can also be decorated
to beautiful effect, along with having a glitter ball and
spotlights for your dance floor. LED up-lighters, with
multiple colour combinations, complete the internal

decoration

FROM £1,500



SIZE & CAPACITY

Our Midi tipis are the perfect solution- measuring
8.4m diameter, our Midi tipi is popular among our
clients who wish to create a cosier chill out tipi, bar

area attached to the main tipi formation, or a
standalone space ideal for drinks receptions, arrival

centres or outdoor therapy sessions, parties &
more. 

 
Two metres smaller than our Big Hat tipi, Midi tipis

offer a stylish, unique & effortlessly cool way to
utilise outdoor spaces to great effect.

 
The main benefit is the ease of use – entry can

either be via a zip, Entrance Porch, or why not roll up
the whole back section of the structure to create an
open plan space that encompasses the outdoors.

The Midi tipi is best thought of as a giant hat with
all the same features, just smaller. Our midi tipi is

the ideal addition for tipi configuration that fall
between too big or too small for your

requirements, inclusive of our dandy dura matting,
9 pole fairy lighting. 

MIDI HAT TIPI

PRICE FROM FROM £1,100

inclusive of 9 pole fairy lighting, dandy dura matting
& VAT 

Panoramic panel kits £300



LINKING KITS 

linking kits or also know as weatherproofing panel's  
enable you to interlink your tipis together to create
configurations for different numbers of guests. All
of our tipis can be attached to one another, so the

possibilities are endless. 

Each Linking Kit includes covering canvases, linking
poles, straps and pegs. This kit keeps the tipis close

knit, to prevent any leaks from pouring rain- its a
must have when configuring your tipis. This comes

as standard as part of our price structure. 

LINKING TUNNEL

Due to the height difference and size change, we
have designed a custom-built walkway link kit

(tunnel) so that you can link a midi tipi to a Big Hat
via a tunnel.

ENCHANCEMENT KITS  

Historically, the event tipis you see on the market today can only
be accessed two ways – either via the zip on the side, or by lifting
the brim of the tipi. However, this poses a huge problem when the

weather is rainy, windy or snowy – particularly during winter.

Designed to fit into both the Big Hat and the Midi tipi, our Entrance
Porch is a great addition to any winter event, while it also serves

its purpose for a better access to and from the tipi when a
catering tent is attached. Hand-made wooden doors can also be

added to keep the chill out.



If you want to completely weather-proof your tipis
for a winter, windy or wet event, one of our

enhancement Kits is just what you need. It can be
placed in the centre of two or three Giant hat tipi
configurations and consists of a number of our

accessories.

All enhancement Kits come with Clear-view
Blanking Panels as standard, The only different
between each size of configuration is the size of
the Blanking Panel required to fit the kit into the

tipis. 

WEATHER PROOFING 

BEFORE

AFTER

Our Panoramic Panels are perfect for those
wishing to expand the square footage of their tipis

without adding another onto the configuration.
They also add extra height towards the corners of
the tipi, so if you are planning on having a bar, this
allows the headroom required by the bar staff to

operate successfully without ‘eating’ into the
floorspace. Making it a perfect space for parties
and festivals. Along with the blanking panels, the

kit can be inserted into the lifter beam section and
is available with or without windows.

PANORAMIC PANELS

 Inspired from our natives down under. The naked
hat tipi is a very popular addition to any tipi set up,

with its 9 pole fairy lighting, its magical in the
evening for guests to party the night away, or often
chosen to a have roaring outdoor fire pit, for guests

to gather around for summer evenings.
Alternatively you could hire the naked hat tipi for a
ceremony style, with straw bale seating for guests

to with you have your celebrant wedding. 

NAKED HAT TIPI

PRICES FROM £700

Naked Hat Tipi
inclusive of 9 pole fairy lighting 

SINGLE PANORMIC PANEL £300



£300
ENCHANCEMENT KIT A - ONE GIANT HAT 

ENCHANCEMENT KITS  

ENCHANCEMENT KIT A - TWO  GIANT HAT 

£300

ENCHANCEMENT KIT B - TWO  GIANT HAT 

£600

ENCHANCEMENT KIT  C - TWO  GIANT HAT 

£800

ENCHANCEMENT KIT  C - THREE GIANT HAT 
£800

ENCHANCEMENT KIT  D - ONE GIANT HAT
£400



HARD WOODEN
FLOORING 
YOU WANT IT, WE GOT IT!

UPGRADE FROM OUR STANDARD DANDY DURA TO HARD WOODEN FLOORING FROM  £450  PER HAT 



There are many different configurations possible
with the tipis and accessories. Please reach us at

Tipisinthepeak@gmail.com or contact us by phone
07772211920 if you cannot find an answer to your

question. 

@Tipisinthepeak

@Tipisinthepeak

@Tipisinthepeak

HOW TO BOOK? 
GET A QUOTE.. 
WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU..

GET A BESPOKE QUOTE & FLOORPLAN 


